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INTRODUCTION
The Marine Workers Welfare Plan and the Marine Workers Pension Plan
are the result of collective agreements between the Marine Workers &
Boilermakers Industrial Union, Local No 1, and employers who
contribute to these Plans. Each collective agreement is unique; you will
only be eligible for the benefits outlined in this booklet if your
employer contributes to that particular Plan. Therefore, if your
employer does not contribute to one of the Plans, the section of this
booklet that describes that particular Plan will not apply to you.
The Plans are administered by a Board of Trustees appointed by the Union
who may enter into arrangements with outside providers for some of the
benefits. The Trustees are responsible for the administration and
operation of the Plans, including the receipt and investment of all
contributions and maintenance of the funds. In order to carry out these
responsibilities, the Trustees may hire any or all of the following
professionals:







an administrator to maintain member records and process benefits;
custodians to hold the assets of the funds;
actuaries to value the Plans' liabilities and advise on the design and
benefits of the Plans;
auditors to verify the financial transactions of the Plans - investment
counselors;
legal advisors;
any other professionals as may be deemed necessary by the Trustees
from time to time.

The Trustees may amend the Plans' terms and conditions in order to meet
changing conditions, appoint new advisors, and change fiduciaries as
circumstances dictate.
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This booklet contains an up-to-date description of the benefits provided
by the Plans as of February 1, 2017. It gives only a brief outline of the
benefits, rules covering eligibility, and the procedures to be following in
making claims. It is intended to explain the Plans in everyday language. It is
not a legal document; it does not create or confer any rights to any
benefits that are not specifically granted by the Plan documents, Trust
agreements, or the minutes of the Trustees' meetings. The Plans are not
contracts of insurance but rather separate trusts, which hold employer
contributions in order to provide certain benefits as determined by the
Board of Trustees. The exact terms of the Plans are contained in the Plan
documents, insurance policies issued by the insurance carrier(s), rules and
definitions adopted by the Trustees in accordance with the Trust
Agreements. Benefits, eligibility rules and procedures may change from
time to time as the Trustees deem necessary. In the event of any
discrepancy or disagreement or misunderstanding or conflict between this
booklet and the Plan texts, the formal texts will govern and benefits will
be administered according to the official Plan documents and applicable
legislation. This outline includes all amendments made to the Plans to
date and describes the benefits in effect as from February 1, 2017. It
applies to active members of the Plans as of that date and to new members
after that date.
This booklet is intended as a general guide only for you and your family
and provides you with the information concerning your eligibility and
procedures to be following when making a claim. Be sure to read this
booklet carefully so you will be acquainted with all the various benefit
provisions. Should any question arise as to the exact nature of your
coverage, please contact the benefits office for definite determination.
You or any of your covered dependents have the right to request a copy of
any or all of the following items:


the sections of the Group Policy and/ or Plan Document that apply to
you and your dependents,



your application for group benefits; and
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any Evidence of Insurability you submitted as part of your
application for benefits.

Manulife Financial reserves the right to charge you for such
documentation after your first request.
Please read this booklet carefully and keep it in a safe place for your
future reference.
Your Board of Trustees
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MARINE WORKERS WELFARE PLAN

GENERAL INFORMATION
The Group Insurance is administered by a Board of Trustees representing
The Marine Workers and Boilermakers Industrial Union.
An account is kept by the Administrator of the Fund for each Member
which shows hours worked for a Contributing Employer for which
contributions have been made for the purchase of group insurance. This
account is called an Hour Bank Account.
Each month 140 hours will be deducted from your Hour Bank Account.
The number of hours in your Hour Bank Account may never exceed 700
hours (enough to provide 5 months of coverage even though you acquire
no hours during that period). Excess hours over this amount will be
credited to the general reserves of the Fund.

ELIGIBILITY
Who May Be Insured
This Plan is for:
 Members of the Marine Workers and Boilermakers Industrial Union
who work for Contributing Employers, and who are in good standing
with the Union. A Member in good standing is a Member whose
dues are paid to date.
 Any employees for whom coverage under this Plan has been
approved by the Trustees.
When You Become Insured Initially
If you are not a Member of the Union but you are working under the
jurisdiction of the Union (i.e. on permit), you will only become eligible
for coverage under the Welfare Plan/Hour Bank upon becoming a
Member of the Union.
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If you are a Member of the Union in good standing, you will be eligible
for coverage immediately upon accumulation of 280 hours in your Hour
Bank Account, and provided you are actively at work or available for
work on the day you would ordinarily become insured. Should you not be
working or available for work on the day your insurance would ordinarily
start, the insurance for you and your dependents will be delayed until you
return to work or are available for work.
Once coverage starts, you will continue to be covered as long as your
Hour Bank contains sufficient hours to provide coverage.
Extension of Coverage by Self-Payment (Union Members Only)
If your Hour Bank falls below 140 hours, you will be sent a Self-Pay
Notice to advise you of the payment you must make to maintain coverage
for one month. If you wish to maintain your coverage for that month, you
must make a self-payment for the number of hours that you are short.
Payment must be made by the date shown on the Self-Pay Notice.

THE ONLY WAY TO GUARANTEE CONTINUOUS COVERAGE
IS TO SELF-PAY BY THE DATE SPECIFIED ON THE SELFPAY NOTICE.
Sometimes shortages occur because your employer did not report your
hours on time. Also, remember that there is a lag month; for example, the
January hours that your employer remits go towards your March
coverage.
You may self-pay your coverage for yourself and your family from month
to month provided that you are available for work within the jurisdiction
of the Marine Workers Union. If you are working outside of the
jurisdiction of the Marine Workers and Boilermakers Industrial Union
(MWBIU), you will not be allowed to self-pay and the length of your
coverage will be limited to the hours in your Hour Bank.
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You may self-pay for all benefits except Weekly Indemnity and Long
Term Disability.
Self-Payment is limited to a maximum of 12 continuous months unless
you have been approved for Long Term Disability benefits or are in
receipt of WCB/Worksafe BC wage loss benefits and have been approved
for Life Insurance Waiver of Premium through Manulife Financial.
Self payment for Medical Services Plan, Extended Health and Vision
Benefits is subsidized by the Fund for members who are receiving Long
Term Disability benefits. Union membership must be maintained in order
to qualify for self- payment.
If you take out a withdrawal or transfer card your coverage will continue
until the end of the month in which you withdraw. If you have not paid
union dues to the Union for more than three months, you will lose your
Union membership and your coverage will be terminated as of the last day
of the month in which your Union membership is terminated.
Do Not Ignore the Self-Payment or Shortage Notice
If you receive a Self-Payment or Shortage Notice and you think it is
incorrect, contact the Administrator – D.A. Townley:
by telephone: (604) 299-7482
or toll-free: 1-800-663-1356
The only sure way to provide yourself with coverage for a specified
month is to pay the Self-Payment or Shortage Notice by the date
specified on the Notice.
In the event that late hours are reported or other adjustments are found
later, the hours will be credited to your Hour Bank for future use.
Reinstatement
If your insurance has previously terminated because of insufficient hours
in your Hour Bank Account, you will again become insured immediately
upon accumulation of 280 hours in your Hour Bank Account.
Should you not be working or available for work on the day your
insurance would ordinarily start, the insurance for you and your
dependents will be delayed until you return to work or are available for
work.
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If upon termination of your Group Life Insurance you converted it in
accordance with the section "Conversion Privilege", it will be necessary
for you to submit evidence of insurability satisfactory to the Insurer before
again becoming insured for Group Life Insurance.
Termination of Insurance
The insurance for you and your eligible dependents will terminate:
1.

The date you fail to have the required monthly Coverage Cost
(currently 140 hours) in your Hour Bank Account.

2.

If you cease to be a Member in good standing of the Union.

3.

If you enter Military Service.

4.

If the Group Policy terminates.

5.

If you discontinue any required contributions.

6.

the date you become eligible for other Group Insurance benefits
similar to those for which you are covered under this Plan.

7.

the date outlined in the Summary of Benefits.

A dependent's coverage will also terminate when he/she is no longer an
eligible dependent.
Eligible Dependents
Eligible dependents under this plan shall include:

Unmarried children who are under age 19, or under age 25 if
attending an accredited school, college, or university as a full
time student. Dependent children must be dependent on you for
support and not employed at a regular full-time job. With
respect to Dependent Life Insurance, dependent children must be
at least 15 days of age.
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Functionally impaired children who are totally dependent upon
you for support. For the purposes of this plan, functionally
impaired shall mean an unmarried person who was insured as a
dependent prior to becoming functionally impaired who is
wholly dependent upon you for support and maintenance within
the terms of the Income Tax Act.
In order to be eligible, a child must be dependent on you for
support and living with you or your spouse. If your spouse is
working and has equivalent benefits through employment, you
should be enrolled as a family unit both with the Marine
Workers Welfare Plan and through your spouse's group plan for
Extended Health and Dental benefits.



A child of your spouse provided,
i)
he/she is also your biological child; or
ii)
your spouse is living with you and has
custody of the child.



Your spouse as the result of a valid civil or religious ceremony,
or a person whose common-law relationship with you has
existed for a minimum period of 12 consecutive months
immediately prior to the date on which a claim arose.
Divorced or separated spouses (with or without a court order or
separation agreement) are not eligible for Dependent Life
Insurance coverage. Separated spouses with a court order
stating that benefits are to be maintained will be eligible for
Extended Health and Dental benefits.
No one will be eligible as a dependent while in military service.

Deceased Members - Length of Dependent Coverage
In the event of your death while covered under the Plan, benefits will
continue for your eligible dependents until your Hour Bank runs out.
Changes in Eligibility Rules
These rules may be altered by the Trustees from time to time without the
necessity of prior notice being made to those affected thereby.
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Change of Address or Beneficiary
If you have a change of address or beneficiary, please notify the benefits
office immediately.
PLEASE NOTE: FAILURE TO COMPLY ,
WITH THE ABOVE REQUIREMENTS MAY
RESULT IN A DELAY OR LOSS OF
BENEFITS. ,
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SUMMARY OF BENEFITS
Life Insurance
You are eligible for an amount of insurance equal to $75,000.
This amount reduces to $25,000 when you attain age 65.
Coverage terminates on the date you attain age 70 or retirement,
whichever is earlier, and as outlined in the General Provisions section.
Accidental Death and Dismemberment
An amount equal to the group life insurance amount.
Coverage terminates on the date you attain age 70 or retirement,
whichever is earlier, and as outlined in the General Provisions section.
Dependent Life Insurance
Spouse
Each Child




$ 10,000
$ 5,000

Coverage terminates on the date your life insurance terminates, and as
outlined in the General Provisions section.
Weekly Indemnity
Members are also eligible for Weekly Indemnity benefits.
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Long Term Disability
Your benefit is equal to $2,000 per month. Your monthly benefit may be
reduced subject to the 85% All Source Maximum described under Offsets
in the Long Term Disability section later in this booklet.
Note: Not all Members are eligible for Long Term Disability benefit. You
are only eligible for Long Term Disability if your Employer participates
in this benefit.
The qualifying disability period starts when you first become totally
disabled and ends after the expiration of the Weekly Indemnity benefit
(up to 26 weeks) and the expiration of Employment Insurance Sickness
Benefits (up to 26 weeks), provided your disability is continuous and you
are under age 65. If the disability is not continuous, the days you are
disabled will be accumulated to satisfy the qualifying disability period
provided:



no interruption is longer than 2 weeks;
the disabilities arise from the same or related disease or injury.

Coverage terminates on the date you attain age 65, and as outlined under
General Provisions.
Members and their dependents are also covered for Extended Health
Care, Vision Care and Medical Services Plan benefits
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DESCRIPTION OF BENEFITS
MEMBER LIFE INSURANCE
In the event of your death while insured, the amount of your Life
Insurance is payable to your beneficiary. You may change your
beneficiary at any time by written notice to the Welfare Plan Office,
subject to any policy or legal limitations.
Waiver of Premium for Disability
If you become totally disabled for 6 consecutive months before age 65,
your Life Insurance will be continued free of charge until you cease to be
totally disabled or you reach age 65, whichever occurs first. To qualify,
you must, for the first 24 months following the qualifying period of 6
months, be unable to perform any and every duty of your own business or
occupation. Thereafter, you must be unable to work for compensation or
profit or to engage in any business or occupation. You must submit proof
of your continuing disability as may be required by the Insurer.
Note: In order to qualify for the Waiver of Premium benefit you must
notify Manulife Financial of your disability within one (1) year of your
last active day at work, and must furnish proof of your disability
satisfactory to the Insurer within 18 months of that last active working
day.
Conversion Privilege
If your Group Benefits terminate or reduce, you may be eligible to
convert your Employee Life Insurance coverage to an individual policy,
without medical evidence. Your application for the individual policy
along with the first monthly premium must be received by Manulife
Financial within 31 days of the termination or reduction of your
Employee Life Insurance. If you die during this 31-day period, the
amount of Employee Life Insurance available for conversion will be
paid to your beneficiary or estate, even if you didn’t apply for
conversion.
For more information on the conversion privilege, please see your Plan
Administrator. Provincial differences may exist.
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Naming a Beneficiary
The Member may name a beneficiary, subject to governing law, while
applying for group insurance under this Policy or by filing notice in
accordance with instructions provided by Manulife Financial. An existing
beneficiary may be changed by the Member, subject to governing law, by
filing notice in accordance with instructions provided by Manulife
Financial. Once notice has been filed, it takes effect as of the date it was
signed with respect to any payment made after the time it was filed.
If there is no designated beneficiary living at the time of death of the
Member, then Manulife Financial shall pay the benefit to the estate of the
Member.
You should review your beneficiary designation to be sure that if reflects
your current intent.
Claims
Your beneficiary should contact the benefits office as soon as possible to
obtain the necessary claim forms so that the Group Life Insurance benefit
can be paid on a timely basis.
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BASIC ACCIDENTAL DEATH AND
DISMEMBERMENT INSURANCE
POLICY 28472136
UNDERWRITTEN BY AIG INSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA

The Basic Accidental Death and Dismemberment plan covers you 24
hours a day, anywhere in the world, for specified accidental losses
occurring on or off the job. If you suffer any of the losses listed below in
the schedule of losses as the result of an accidental injury which results
directly and independently of all other causes and the loss occurs within
365 days of the date of the accident, the benefits indicated below will be
paid.
Who is Covered
All Employees/Members
Amount of Coverage
An amount equal to the group life insurance amount but not to exceed
$500,000.00.
Schedule of Losses
Loss of Life .................................................................The Principal Sum
Loss of Both Hands.....................................................The Principal Sum
Loss of Both Feet ........................................................The Principal Sum
Loss of Entire Sight of Both Eyes ...............................The Principal Sum
Loss of One Hand and One Foot .................................The Principal Sum
Loss of One Hand and the Entire Sight of One Eye ....The Principal Sum
Loss of One Foot and the Entire Sight of One Eye .....The Principal Sum
Loss of One Arm................................................ ¾ of The Principal Sum
Loss of One Leg ................................................. ¾ of The Principal Sum
Loss of One Hand .............................................. ⅔ of The Principal Sum
Loss of One Foot................................................ ⅔ of The Principal Sum
Loss of The Entire Sight of One Eye ................. ⅔ of The Principal Sum
Loss of Thumb and Index Finger of the
same Hand ....................................................... ⅓ of The Principal Sum
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Schedule of Losses
Loss of Speech and Hearing........................................The Principal Sum
Loss of Speech or Hearing ................................. ⅔ of The Principal Sum
Loss of Hearing in One Ear............................... ⅓ of The Principal Sum
Quadriplegia (total paralysis of both upper
and lower limbs) .................................................. 2x The Principal Sum
Paraplegia (total paralysis of both lower limbs) ..... 2x The Principal Sum
Hemiplegia (total paralysis of upper and lower
limbs of one side of the body) .............................. 2x The Principal Sum
Loss of Use of Both Arms or Both Hands ..................The Principal Sum
Loss of Use of One Hand or One Foot .............. ⅔ of The Principal Sum
Loss of Use of One Arm or One Leg ................. ¾ of The Principal Sum
Loss of Four Fingers of One Hand .................... ⅓ of The Principal Sum
Loss of All Toes of One Foot ........................... ¼ of The Principal Sum
"Loss" as above used with reference to quadriplegia, paraplegia, and
hemiplegia means the complete and irreversible paralysis of such limbs;
as above used with reference to hand or foot means complete severance
through or above the wrist or ankle joint, but below the elbow or knee
joint; as used with reference to arm or leg means complete severance
through or above the elbow or knee joint; as used with reference to thumb
and index finger means complete severance through or above the first
phalange; as used with reference to fingers means complete severance
through or above the first phalange of all four fingers of one hand; as used
with reference to toes means, complete severance of both phalanges of all
the toes of one foot and as used with reference to eye means the
irrecoverable loss of the entire sight thereof.
"Loss" as above used with reference to speech means complete and
irrecoverable loss of the ability to utter intelligible sounds; as used with
reference to hearing means complete and irrecoverable loss of hearing in
both ears.
"Loss" as used with reference to "Loss of Use" means the total and
irrecoverable loss of use provided the loss is continuous for 12
consecutive months and such loss of use is determined to be permanent.
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All claims submitted under this policy for Loss of Use must be verified by
agreement between a licenced practicing physician appointed by the
Policyholder and a licenced practicing physician appointed by the
Company, or in the event that the two physicians so appointed cannot
arrive at an agreement, a third licenced practicing physician shall be
selected by the first two physicians and the majority decision of the three
physicians shall be binding on the Policyholder and the Company. This
procedure may be waived by the Company at its sole discretion.
Exposure & Disappearance
If by reason of an accident covered by the policy an Insured Person is
unavoidably exposed to the elements and, as a result of such exposure
suffers a loss for which indemnity is otherwise payable hereunder, such
loss will be covered under the terms of the policy.
If the body of an Insured Person has not been found within one year of
disappearance, forced landing, stranding, sinking or wrecking of a
conveyance in which such person was an occupant, then it shall be
deemed subject to all other terms and provisions of the policy, that such
Insured Person shall have suffered loss of life within the meaning of the
policy.
Beneficiary Designation
In the event of Accidental Loss of Life, benefits shall be payable as
designated in writing by the Insured Person under the Policyholder's
current basic group life insurance policy. In the absence of such
designation, benefits shall be payable to the Estate of the Insured Person.
All other benefits shall be payable to the Insured Person.
Additional Benefits
Repatriation Benefit
When injuries covered by this policy result in loss of life of an Insured
Person outside 50 Km from their permanent city of residence and within
365 days of the date of the accident, the Company shall pay the actual
expenses incurred for preparing the deceased for burial and shipment of
the body to the city of residence of the deceased but not to exceed the
amount of $15,000.00.
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Rehabilitation Benefit
When injuries shall result in a payment being made by the Company
under the Accidental Death and Dismemberment Indemnity section of this
policy, the Company shall pay in addition:
The reasonable and necessary expenses actually incurred up to a limit of
$15,000.00 for special training of the Insured Person provided:
(a) such training is required because of such injuries and in order for
the Insured Person to be qualified to engage in an occupation in
which he would not have been engaged except for such injuries,
(b) expenses be incurred within three years from the date of the
accident,
(c) no payment shall be made for ordinary living, travelling or
clothing expenses.
Family Transportation
When injuries covered by the policy result in an Insured Person being
confined to a hospital, outside 100 Km from his/her permanent city of
residence, within 365 days of the accident and the attending physician
recommends the personal attendance of a Member of the immediate
family, the Company shall pay the actual expenses incurred by the
immediate family member for transportation by the most direct route by a
licensed common carrier to the confined Insured Person but not to exceed
the amount of $15,000.00.
The term "member of the immediate family" means the spouse (or
common-law spouse) parents, grandparents, children age 18 and over,
brother or sister of the Insured Person.
Conversion Privilege
On the date of termination of employment or during the 60 day period
following termination of employment, the employee may change your
insurance to the AIG Insurance Company of Canada individual insurance
policy. The individual policy will be effective either as of the date that
the application is received by the Insurance Company or on the date that
coverage under the policy ceases, whichever occurs later. The premium
will be the same as you would ordinarily pay if you applied for an
individual policy at that time. Application for an individual policy may be
made at any office of the AIG Insurance Company of Canada. The
amount of insurance benefit converted to shall not exceed that amount
issued during employment.
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Continuance of Coverage
In the case of employees of the Policyholder who are (1) laid-off on a
temporary basis, (2) temporarily absent from work due to short-term
disability, (3) on leave of absence, or (4) on maternity leave coverage
shall be extended for a period of twelve (12) months, subject to payment
of premium.
If an employee of the Policyholder assumes other occupational duties
during the leave or lay-off period, no benefits shall be payable for a loss
occurring during the performance of this occupation.
Waiver of Premium
In the event an Insured Person becomes totally and permanently disabled
and his/her waiver of premium claim is accepted and approved under the
Policyholder's current group life policy, then the premiums payable under
this policy are waived as of the same date the claim is accepted and
approved by the Group Life Plan Underwriter until one of the following
occurs, whichever is earlier:
(a) The date the Insured Person attains age 65.
(b) The date of the death or recovery of the Insured Person.
(c) The date the Master Policy is terminated.
Seat Belt Rider
Benefits under the policy shall be increased by 10% if the insured person's
injury or death results while he/she is a passenger or driver of a private
passenger type automobile and his/her seat belt is properly fastened.
Verification of actual use of the seat belt must be part of the official report
of accident or certified by the investigating officer.
Home Alteration And Vehicle Modification
If an Insured Person receives a payment under Section III - Coverage
herein and was subsequently required (due to the cause for which payment
under Section III - Coverage was made) to use a wheelchair to be
ambulatory, then this benefit will pay, upon presentation of proof of
payment:
A. The one-time cost of alterations to the injured person's
residence to make it wheel-chair accessible and habitable;
and
B. The one-time cost of modifications necessary to a motor
vehicle, owned by the injured person, to make the vehicle
accessible or driveable for the insured Person.
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Benefit payments herein will not be paid unless:
i) Home alterations are made on behalf of the Insured
Person and carried out by an experienced individual in
such alterations and recommended by a recognized
organization, providing support and assistance to wheelchair users; and
ii) Vehicle modifications are made on behalf of the Insured
Person and carried out by an experienced individual in
such matters and modifications are approved by the
Provincial vehicle licensing authorities.
The maximum payable under both Items A and B combined will not
exceed $15,000.00.
Educational Benefit Rider
If indemnity becomes payable for the accidental loss of life of an Insured
Employee of the Holder, under the policy, the Company shall:
1.

Pay the lesser of the following amounts to or on behalf of any
dependent child who, at the date of accident, was enrolled as a full
time student in any institution of higher learning beyond the l2th
grade level:
(a) The actual annual tuition, exclusive of room and board,
charged by such institution per school year.
(b) $10,000.00 per school year.
(c) 5% of the Insured Employee's Principal Sum.

Such amount will be payable annually for a maximum of four consecutive
annual payments, only if the dependent child continues his education.
"Dependent Child" as used herein means any unmarried child under 25

years of age who was dependent upon the Insured Employee for at least
50% of his maintenance and support.
"Institution of higher learning" as used herein includes, but is not

limited to, any University, Private College, or Trade School.
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2.

Pay to or on behalf of the surviving spouse the actual cost incurred
within 30 months from the date of death of the Insured Employee as
payment for any professional or trades training program in which
such spouse has enrolled for the purpose of obtaining an independent
source of support and maintenance, but not to exceed a maximum
total payment of $10,000.00

Day Care Benefit
If indemnity becomes payable under the policy for accidental loss of life
of an Insured Employee, the Company will pay an amount equal to the
lessor of the following amounts:
(1) The actual cost charged by such day care center per year, or
(2) 3% of the Insured's Principal Sum, or
(3) $5,000.00 per year,
On behalf of any child who was an Insured's dependent at the time of such
loss and is under age 13 and is currently enrolled or subsequently enrolled
in an accredited day care center within 90 days following such loss.
The benefit is payable annually for a maximum of four consecutive
payments but only if the dependent child continues his or her enrollment
in an accredited day care center.
In-Hospital Indemnity Benefit
If an Insured suffers a loss under the Table of Losses as a result of a
covered accident and requires that an Insured be confined to a hospital for
more than five (5) consecutive days, We will pay:
(a) a monthly benefit of one (1) percent of the Insured's applicable
Principal Sum; or
(b) for periods of less than one (1) month, one thirtieth (1/30) of
the above monthly benefit per day.
Benefits are retroactive to the first (1st) day of hospital confinement.
This benefit is limited to:
(a) a monthly amount not to exceed $1,000.00; and
(b) a total of twelve (12) months for any covered accident.
Successive periods of hospital confinement for loss from the same
covered accident separated by a period of less than three (3) months will
be considered as one (1) period of hospital confinement.
The term "Hospital" is defined as an establishment which meets all of the
following requirements:
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(1) holds a license as a hospital (if licensing is required in the
province);
(2) operates primarily for the reception, care and treatment of sick,
ailing or injured persons as in-patients;
(3) provides 24-hour a day nursing service by registered or
graduate nurses;
(4) has a staff of one or more licensed physicians available at all
times;
(5) provides organized facilities for diagnosis, and major medical
surgical facilities; and
(6) is not primarily a clinic, nursing, rest or convalescent home or
similar establishment nor is not, other than incidentally, a
place for alcoholics or those addicted to drugs.
Permanent Total Disability Indemnity
When as the result of injury and commencing within 365 days of the date
of the accident an Insured Person is totally and permanently disabled and
prevented from engaging in each and every occupation or employment for
compensation or profit for which he is reasonably qualified by reason of
his education, training or experience, the Company shall pay, provided
such disability has continued for a period of twelve consecutive months
and is total, continuous and permanent at the end of this period, the
Principal Sum less any other amount paid or payable under the Accidental
Death and Dismemberment Indemnity Coverage of the policy as the result
of the same accident.
EXCLUSIONS
The accident insurance plan does not cover any loss resulting from:
1) Suicide or self-inflicted injuries;
2) Full-time service in the Armed Forces;
3) Declared or undeclared war or any act thereof;
4) Injuries received during aircraft travel except for the purposes
of transportation where the Member is travelling as a
passenger.
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DEPENDENT LIFE INSURANCE
In the event of the death of your spouse and/or dependent children while
insured, the amount of Dependent Life Insurance is payable to you.
Conversion Privilege
If your spouse’s insurance terminates, you may be eligible to convert the
terminated insurance to an individual policy, without medical evidence.
Your spouse application for the individual policy, along with the first
monthly premium, must be received by Manulife Financial, within 31
days of the termination date. If your spouse dies during this 31-day
period, the amount of spousal Life Insurance available for conversion will
be paid to you, even if you didn’t apply for conversion. If you reside in
the province of Quebec and if your dependent child’s insurance
terminates, you may be eligible to convert the terminated insurance as
outlined above by the Conversion Privilege for spousal coverage.
For more information on the conversion privilege, please see your Plan
Administrator. Provincial differences may exist.
Waiver of Premium Benefit
If while insured for this coverage, you become disabled and qualify for
the Waiver of Premium Benefit under your life insurance coverage, the
Insurer will also waive the payment of your dependent life insurance
premiums. Your entitlement to Waiver of Premium Benefit ceases on the
earlier of a) the date your Waiver of Premium for Life Insurance ceases,
or b) the date the policy or this coverage terminates.
CLAIMS
Contact the benefits office as soon as possible to obtain the necessary
claim forms so that the Dependent Group Life benefit can be paid on a
timely basis.
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WEEKLY INDEMNITY
Benefit
If, while you are covered under the Marine Workers Welfare Plan, you
become totally disabled while you are employed as a result of a nonoccupational injury or a non-occupational disease and are unable to
work, the Weekly Indemnity benefit will provide you with an income
of 70% of your gross earnings up to a maximum of $575* per (sevenday) week (whichever is the lesser amount), for as long as you remain
totally disabled and unable to work, or up to the maximum benefit of
26 weeks (180 days), whichever is the lesser. No benefit is paid for
any day on which you perform work of any kind for compensation or
profit.


For claims incurred on or after January 1, 2016

The Weekly Indemnity benefit commences from the fifth day of
disability due to sickness or the first day of disability due to an
accident. Should sickness result in overnight hospitalization, benefits
will commence on the first day of hospitalization if it is prior to the
fifth day of disability. If the disability is due to an accident, benefits
will commence from the day of the accident, unless the disability
commenced more than four days from the date of the accident.
Where Weekly Indemnity benefits are paid for four weeks or longer,
the benefit will become retroactive to the first day of disability (i.e.
you will receive payment for the first four days that was withheld when
the claim started).
NOTE: Benefits will not be paid for any period of time prior to seeing
a doctor.
Chiropractors are allowed to sign Weekly Indemnity claim forms for up
to a maximum of six weeks. Dental surgeons are allowed to sign
Weekly Indemnity claim forms for up to a maximum of two weeks.
Benefits will not be paid for more than a month at a time as you must be
under the regular care of your doctor and following a treatment plan.
Supplementary reports will be required to substantiate on-going
disability.
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NOTE: Be sure to register a claim for sickness benefits with the
Employment Insurance Commission before you have received the 12th
week of Weekly Indemnity benefits if your doctor says that you may not
be able to return to work within a month. If you qualify for Employment
Insurance sickness benefits, they may pay you such benefits for up to a
maximum period of 26 weeks, depending on how many hours you had
worked prior to becoming disabled.
Recurrent Disability
Successive periods of total disability separated by less than two weeks
of active work or availability for active work shall be considered as one
period of disability and will be paid from the first day of disability,
unless the subsequent disability is due to injury or sickness entirely
unrelated to the causes of the previous disability and commences after
return to work or availability for work. The maximum Weekly
Indemnity benefit period for all disabilities related to the same cause is
26 weeks unless you return to work for more than two consecutive
months and become subsequently disabled for the same cause. In this
case, the second period of disability will be treated as a new claim.
NOTE: Members on self-pay are not eligible for this benefit. Weekly
Indemnity benefits are payable only to members of the MWBIU who
are covered under the Plan at the date of disability. Dependents are not
eligible for this benefit.
Extension of benefits
If you are disabled on the date your coverage terminates, Weekly
Indemnity benefits will continue until the end of the benefit period
under the Plan (26 weeks), or until you recover, whichever first occurs.
Reporting of Claim
You must file your completed claim for Weekly Indemnity benefits
within 10 days of the initial assessment of the attending physician or
within 10 days from the date you received notification from
WCB/Worksafe BC that your claim has been denied or terminated
because it has been deemed to be non-occupational.
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Limitations
No benefit will be paid during a period:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

f)
g)
h)
i)

Of disability in which you fail to submit satisfactory medical
evidence if requested to do so by the Plan;
You are entitled to Long Term Disability benefits;
You are not under full time treatment by a duly qualified physician;
Of disability in which you have a right to claim wage loss or
rehabilitation benefits from WCB/Worksafe BC;
You are outside of Canada for more than two weeks unless the Plan
has approved that benefits will be continued prior to your leaving
BC;
You do any kind of work for pay or profit;
You fail to execute the Loan Agreement;
Of disability in which you have the right to recover any wage loss
from a third party;
You are confined to a prison or similar institution.

Exclusions
No amount will be payable under this benefit for any disabilities which
arise from the following causes:
a) Commission of or attempt to commit an assault or criminal offence;
b) Medical or surgical care which is cosmetic, unless such care is
rendered as a result of reconstructive cosmetic surgery and you
submit satisfactory proof that such care is medically necessary and
is performed to restore tissue damaged by disease or accidental
bodily injury;
c) Occupational injury or illness;
d) Self-inflicted injury or illness except alcohol or drug addiction for
which you are under treatment;
e) Injury or illness resulting from willful participation in war, riot or
insurrection or in disorderly conduct or in an unlawful assembly or
from the commission of an unlawful act, including an offence
under the Criminal Code of Canada;
f) Routine pregnancy.
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False Claims
Benefits will be discontinued if you have intentionally failed to disclose
or misrepresented a material fact to the Welfare Plan in applying for a
claim. All monies received by you or paid on your behalf must be
returned to the Plan.
No benefits will be paid for any period for which you have received or
will receive regular wages or Employment Insurance or holiday pay or
for any paid statutory holidays or any other incomes accruing from
employment, or for any period of disability that commenced prior to the
effective date of your coverage under the Welfare Plan.
When you are maintaining your Welfare Plan coverage on a full selfpay basis, Weekly Indemnity benefits coverage will not be available,
but this restriction does not apply where coverage is maintained by
partial self-payments plus some hours arising from employment.
How to make a Weekly Indemnity Claim
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Contact your doctor immediately upon becoming disabled.
Obtain a Weekly Indemnity claim form from the Welfare Plan
office.
You must complete all the questions on the front of the claim form
and sign it on both sides.
Ask your doctor to complete the Physician's Statement on the back
of the same claim form.
Take or send the form back to the Welfare Plan office for
processing.
When your claim is assessed and approved, you will receive your
benefit cheques by mail sent to your home address. You should
receive your first cheque within a week after receipt of your
properly completed claim form, unless there are complications
regarding your claim or more information is required.

NOTE: The charges made by your attending Physician for the
completion of the Weekly Indemnity form and any supplementary
forms are your responsibility.
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Third Party Liability
Weekly Indemnity Benefits may be payable to you if you would
otherwise be working but are totally disabled and therefore experience
wage loss. It is not intended to apply to work-related absences, which
are covered by WCB/Worksafe BC, or disabilities which are the result
of the act or omission of a third party.
However, Weekly Indemnity benefits may be advanced to you for
disabilities due to an accident in which a third party is liable only when
you sign the appropriate Subrogation form and undertake to endeavour
to collect at least the amount of benefits paid by the Marine Workers
Welfare Plan and refund same to the Plan. The Trustees may, at their
discretion, allow you to discontinue action to collect from a third party
when, in their opinion, there is little or no hope of collection. For more
information on this, please see "Benefits Payable Where a Third Party
is Involved" page 70).
In the event of an overpayment of benefits, you will, be required to
reimburse the Plan the full overpayment on your claim.
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LONG TERM DISABILITY
Member Long Term Disability Benefits
In the event that you become totally disabled from a non-occupational
disease or injury for the required period of time known as the Qualifying
Disability Period and you are under the continual treatment of a legally
qualified physician deemed appropriate by the Insurer, you will receive a
monthly income benefit.
Qualifying Disability
Period



The expiration of Weekly Indemnity
benefits (up to 26 weeks) and the
expiration of Employment Insurance
Sickness Benefits (up to 26 weeks).

Monthly Benefit



$2,000

Maximum Disability
Period



to age 65.

Benefits will not be payable beyond age 65, unless you satisfy the
Qualifying Disability Period while age 64, in which case benefits will be
payable for a maximum of 12 months. In no event shall benefits be
payable after your death, recovery, or attainment of age 66
If you receive an increase to a prior government disability income benefit
(including partial disability pensions payable under an WCB/Worksafe
BC Act) because of a current disability, then only the initial amount of
such increase in the government benefit will be used to offset this benefit.
Application for whatever WCB/Worksafe BC and/or Canada Pension
disability benefits to which you may be entitled must be made prior to
claiming under this Plan.
If you have a claim for benefits under WCB/Worksafe BC and/or Canada
Pension that is under dispute, you will be required to complete an
irrevocable assignment of the WCB/Worksafe BC and/or Canada Pension
disability benefit, if and when received, in favour of the Plan. The Plan
may withhold from the Long Term Disability benefit an amount equal to
the WCB/Worksafe BC or Canada Pension disability benefit until the
dispute is resolved one way or the other.
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Taxability of benefits: The benefit is fully taxable.
Total Disability
You are considered totally disabled, during the first 24 months in which
you receive benefits, if you are unable to perform any and every duty of
your occupation. After this period you are considered totally disabled if
you are unable to perform any and every duty of any occupation for which
you are reasonably qualified by training, education or experience.
In order to determine eligibility for benefits during the first 24 months,
you may be required to be examined by a medical doctor chosen by the
Plan or the insurance company. In order for benefits to continue beyond
the first 24-month period, you may again be required to be examined by a
medical doctor chosen by the Plan or the insurance company.
To remain qualified for benefits, you must be under the regular care and
personal attendance of a licensed doctor of medicine. Statements of
continuing disability signed by your attending physician will be required
on a regular basis.
Recurrent Disability
If a disability recurs and it is due to the same or related causes, it will be
considered as one continuous disability and will not be subject to the
Qualifying Disability Period unless you have returned to active, full-time
employment for a period of 6 consecutive months or longer.
If your new disability is due to causes unrelated to your prior disability
you may be eligible for a new disability period, subject to the Qualifying
Disability Period, if you have returned to active work for at least one full
day.
Offsets
The Amount of Disability Benefit payable to you is the Benefit Amount
shown in the Summary of Benefits page, reduced by any disability
benefits you receive or are entitled to receive from the following
sources for the same or related disability:


Canada or Quebec Pension Plans, excluding dependent
benefits;
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WCB/Worksafe BC;



any group, association or franchise plan;



any retirement or pension plan;



earnings or payments from any employer, including severance
payments and vacation pay;



any government plan, excluding Employment Insurance
Benefits;



any government motor vehicle automobile insurance plan or
policy unless prohibited by law.

All Source Maximum:
If necessary, the amount of your benefit will be further reduced so that
your total income from all sources does not exceed 85% of your predisability gross earnings. All sources include those sources stated
above and any benefit you are entitled to receive from:


Long Term Disability benefits under this plan;



Canada or Quebec Pension Plans’ dependent benefits; and



If you are participating in a Program of Rehabilitation, income
from the Program of Rehabilitation.

If you are participating in a Program of Rehabilitation, total monthly
income while disabled cannot exceed 100% of your pre-disability
Earnings as of the date disability commences. If total income exceeds
100%, the Long Term Disability Income benefit will be reduced by the
amount of such excess.
Reduced Monthly Benefit: If you are disabled and eligible for full
benefits and elect a different and lesser paid occupation not related to
the Program of Rehabilitation, the gross benefit less reductions shall be
further reduced by 50% of the earnings from the lesser paid occupation
elected, subject to the All Source Maximum described in this section.
How to make a Long Term Disability claim
Contact the benefits office to obtain the appropriate forms. You must file
your claim for Long Term Disability benefits within six months from the
date of your disability.
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False Claims
Benefits will be discontinued if you have intentionally failed to disclose or
misrepresented a material fact in applying for a claim. All monies
received by you or paid on your behalf must be returned to the Plan.
Exclusions and Limitations
No benefits are payable to an insured Member for any total disability
commencing within twelve months of the insured Member’s effective date
of insurance if the disability is caused or contributed to by a sickness or
accidental injury for which the Member has received medical treatment
services or has taken a prescribed drug at any time within ninety days
before his or her effective date of insurance.
Benefits are not payable for the following:


for any portion of a period of disability unless you are receiving
ongoing supervision/treatment by a physician deemed
appropriate by the Insurer for the impairment which is causing
the disability. You will not be paid for any portion of a period of
disability during which you do not participate in the treatment
program recommended by said physician;



for any portion of a period of disability during which you are
receiving treatment by a therapist unless such treatment is
recommended by a physician deemed appropriate by the Insurer;



for any portion of a period of disability resulting from substance
abuse, including alcoholism and drug addiction, unless you are
participating in a recognized substance withdrawal program;



disabilities resulting from self- inflicted injuries, unless medical
evidence establishes that the injuries are related to a mental
health illness;



disabilities as a result of participation in a war, riot, insurrection
or criminal act;



for the portion of a period of disability during which you are
a)
imprisoned in a penal institution; or
b)
confined in a hospital, or similar institution, as a result
of criminal proceedings;
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any period of disability, or portion thereof, during any leave of
absence (including maternity leave) as defined in the General
Provisions section of this booklet;



for a disability which commences on or after the date a strike
begins, except as outlined in the Master Policy; however, a
Member can fulfil his Qualifying Disability Period during a
strike;



to an insured individual who refuses to participate in a
rehabilitation program which is deemed appropriate by the
Insurer, the attending physician or on the advice of independent
medical opinion; or



to an insured individual who is receiving any WCB/Worksafe
BC benefits or benefits from similar law.

Subrogation
If you are entitled to recover compensation for loss of income from a third
party as a result of the incident which caused or contributed to the
disability, for which benefits are paid or payable, the Insurer will be
subrogated to all your rights of recovery for loss of income, to the extent
of the sum of benefits paid or payable by the Insurer. You shall execute
such documents as required by the Insurer.
In the event that you provide proof to the Insurer that you have not
recovered full compensation for loss of income, the Insurer shall
determine the proportion of damages actually recovered and share pro
rata in that amount.
Should you choose to settle the matter prior to judicial determination, it is
understood that the sum reached in settlement will be deemed to be full
compensation for loss of income, and the Insurer's right of subrogation
will apply.
The term compensation shall include any lump sum or periodic payments
which you receive or are entitled to receive on account of past, present or
future loss of income.
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Disability Case Management Program
Manulife Financial has developed a disability case management program.
The purpose of this program is to assist you, in the event that you become
totally disabled and qualify for benefits, to return to productive
employment. Our disability case management team includes medical
consultants, claim adjudicators and a field coordinator. This team will
work with you, your employer and your physician to assist you to recover
and return to the workplace.
Rehabilitative Employment
If you are disabled, the Insurer may recommend that you undergo some
suitable rehabilitative training program which would take into account the
nature and limitations of your disability. Further details on this aspect will
be provided in the event that you become disabled.
Participation in an approved Rehabilitation Program early in your
disability may improve your chances of recovery. Expert vocational and
physical rehabilitation counsellors assess the level of disability and set
goals.
Help may include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Coordinating return to work;
Suggesting workplace devices and modifications;
Negotiating a slow return to modified duties;
Developing alternative income sources;
Helping with vocational testing;
Job training or work-related activity;
Education; and
Physical therapy.

The Monthly Integrated Benefit will be calculated, using the
Rehabilitation Reduction, to reflect participation in the Rehabilitation
Program.
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BASIC MEDICAL (MSP)
When you qualify for coverage, you will be covered by the Medical
Services Plan of BC., provided you have completed the required MSP
application form. If you do not apply for MSP coverage through the
Plan at the time you become eligible to do so, the Plan will only make
retroactive payments on your behalf back 3 months for MSP coverage.
MSP Premiums paid by the employer are a taxable benefit to you.
Members who need to obtain their own Medical Services Plan (MSP)
coverage need to make arrangements for coverage.
To apply for individual MSP coverage contact:
MEDICAL SERVICES PLAN OF BC
P.O. BOX 9035 STN PROV GOVT
VICTORIA, BC V8W 9E3
Fair PharmaCare Program
The British Columbia Government introduced the Fair PharmaCare
Program in May 2003.
Under this program the annual family deductible was changed from a
flat $1,000 to a percentage of your net family income. All BC residents
are required to register for this program. Failure to do so will result not
only in your deductible increasing to $10,000 but may also prevent us
from honouring your claims until you register.
If you have not already registered please do so as soon as possible to
avoid any inconvenience. To register for the Fair PharmaCare Program
call 604-683-7151 from Vancouver and toll-free 1-800-663-7100 from
the rest of BC. If you prefer to go on-line to the Fair PharmaCare
website the address is http:www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/health/healthdrug-coverage/pharmacare-for-bc-residents
Once you have registered please contact us to provide your registration
number. You can contact us in the following ways:
Mail a copy of the top part of the registration letter to:
D.A. Townley.
Suite 160 – 4400 Dominion Street
Burnaby, BC V5G 4G3
Fax the top part of the registration letter to 604.299.8136
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E-mail us at pharmacare@datownley.com – be sure to include your
name and social insurance number, your registration number and your
phone number in case there are any difficulties.
Phone us @ 604.299.7482 or if you are outside the Lower Mainland
call toll-free @ 1-800-663-1356.
If you already provided your PharmaCare Registration Number on your
Group Insurance Enrolment Card there is no need to submit it again.
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EXTENDED HEALTH CARE
Deductible



Nil

Reimbursement



100% of all eligible expenses

Maximum



Out-of-province expenses are limited to
$5,000,000 per event

Dependent
Children



Covered from birth to age 19, or to age 25 if
in full-time attendance at a school or
university, or to any age if handicapped.

The Extended Health Care Plan is designed to help you pay for
specified services and supplies. If you incur reasonable and customary
charges for medically necessary care, services, or supplies as described
here-under, when incurred as the result of necessary treatment of
illness or injury and, where applicable, when ordered by a physician,
the Welfare Plan will pay benefits for such charges, subject to certain
terms and conditions. However, benefits covering such charges are
provided only to the extent that:
1. Such charges are not provided for under the Medical Services Plan
of BC under which you are required to be covered; and
2. The benefit is not in contravention of the terms of the legislation
creating the Medical Services Plan of BC. A charge is considered to
be incurred on the date the medical care, service, or supply to which
the charge applies is rendered or provided.
Benefits will only be paid for charges incurred for medical care,
services, or supplies described hereunder, provided they are:




Incurred as a result of sickness or accidental bodily injury;
Medically necessary; and
Given by or ordered by a physician.
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In-Province Eligible Expenses
Your Extended Health Care Plan covers reasonable and customary
charges for the following services and supplies where medically
necessary, and prescribed, ordered or referred by a physician. Unless
otherwise indicated, the maximums indicated are on a per person basis.
Hospital
This benefit will help you meet bills which are not paid for by the
Provincial Hospital Plan when a sickness or accident occurs while you
are covered for this benefit that requires you or your dependent(s) to be
confined to a hospital.
The following charges made by a hospital:
1.

Hospital out-patient charges which are not eligible under MSP;

2.

Daily Room and Board charges, excluding charges for chronic
care, limited to the difference between the Provincial Medical
Allowance for Room and Board charges and the Hospital's SemiPrivate or Private Charge;

3.

Room and Board charges excluding charges for chronic care, made
by a Convalescent Home or a Physical Rehabilitation Facility,
provided that the patient's residence in the institution:
a)
b)
c)

is certified as medically necessary by a physician;
occurs within 48 hours after a hospital stay of at least five
consecutive days; and
is due to the same sickness or accidental bodily injury, which
was the reason for the hospital stay.

Charges are limited to the difference between the Provincial
Medical Allowance for Room and Board charges and the
institution's Semi Private Charge, for up to a maximum benefit
payment period of 180 days.
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A new maximum benefit period of 180 days will apply if you incur
Room and Board charges as described above
a) for a sickness or injury unrelated to the sickness or injury
which was the reason for the prior stay; or
b) if at least 14 consecutive days have passed since the prior stay
during which you were not a patient in a hospital,
convalescent home or physical rehabilitation facility.
4.

Room and Board charges made by a Substance Abuse
Rehabilitation Facility in connection with a Substance Abuse
rehabilitation program approved through Homewood Health Inc.,
Employee and Family Assistance Counselling and provided that
the Marine Workers Welfare Plan has provided you with its prior
approval.
Charges are limited to:
a) the difference between the amount provided under the
Provincial Medical Allowance for Room and Board charges
and the institution's Semi Private Charge up to a maximum of
$125 per day; and
b) a cumulative lifetime maximum payment of $7,000 per
person. Charges for rental of a telephone, television, or
similar equipment are not covered.

Emergency ambulance services
Charges made by a local licensed ambulance service, or scheduled
airline, railroad, ship or boat, or air ambulance service (including the
services of a medical attendant if certified as necessary by the attending
physician) for transporting you or your eligible dependent(s) for
medically necessary emergency care to the nearest hospital qualified to
render such care. Transportation arranged after waiting for hospital
accommodation for a condition not requiring immediate attention or
transportation arranged at the patient's convenience is not eligible for
reimbursement.
Charges for licensed ambulance service to and from the nearest
Canadian hospital equipped to provide the type of care essential to the
patient.
Air transport will be covered when time is critical and the patient's
physical condition prevents the use of another means of transport.
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Emergency transport from one hospital to another will be covered only
when the original hospital has inadequate facilities.
Drugs and medicines in a quantity we consider reasonable, but not to
exceed 90 days, which require and can only be obtained through the
prescription of a physician, or where legally permissible, the
prescription of a Licensed, Certified, or Registered Podiatrist,
Chiropodist, or Dentist, and which are dispensed by a licensed
pharmacist, including:
 insulin preparations for diabetics;
 vitamin B12 for the treatment of pernicious anaemia;
 allergy serums when administered by a physician.
No amount will be payable for any drug or medicine which is
experimental or which has not been approved for use by the Ministry of
Health and Welfare Canada (Food & Drugs) for the sickness or injury
for which it was prescribed.
NOTE: No amount will be payable for drugs or medicines that can be
purchased without a prescription, or medicines not covered by your
Provincial Drug Plan.
Professional services of the following paramedical practitioners
provided they are Licensed, Certified, or Registered in the province of
treatment, up to the maximum amounts indicated per calendar year. Xrays, appliances and tray fees are not covered.
Registered Acupuncturist

$600 per calendar year

Chiropractor

$600 per calendar year

Massage practitioner

$600 per calendar year

Naturopath

$600 per calendar year

Physiotherapist

$600 per calendar year

Podiatrist or Chiropodist

$600 per calendar year

Clinical Psychologist

$600 per calendar year

Speech Pathologist

$600 per calendar year
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Private duty care by a registered nurse
Charges made by a Registered nurse (RN) or a Registered nursing
assistant (RNA) for medically necessary nursing care when certified by
a duly qualified physician for special duty nursing in acute cases,
excluding charges for nursing care rendered
a) in a hospital;
b) by a person who is related to the patient, or who lives in your
home; or
c) which does not require the specific skills of a Registered
nurse or a Registered nursing assistant.
"Acute cases" means conditions having a sudden onset with a sharp rise
and a course of less than 60 days, but does not include conditions due
mainly to chronic illness, alcoholism, mental illness, drug addiction,
tuberculosis or infirmity.
Charges made by a dentist, for the repair or replacement of sound, vital,
natural teeth, up to the maximum stated in the current dental fee
schedule (less any amounts paid or payable by a dental care plan)
provided that:
a) such services are required as a result of a direct accidental
blow to the mouth and not as a result of an object placed in
the mouth;
b) the accident occurred while the person is covered under this
benefit; and
c) the charges are incurred within 90 days of the date of the
accident, unless a detailed treatment plan is received from the
Dentist within such 90-day period.
Accidental dental treatment must be completed within 52 weeks after
the accidental injury. No payment will be made for temporary, duplicate
or incomplete procedures or for correcting unsuccessful procedures.
Orthodontia services are not covered under this provision.
Charges for the following medical aids and surgical supplies:
 Testing supplies, needles and syringes for diabetics - Oxygen and
the rental of equipment for its use - Blood and blood plasma;
 Ostomy and ileostomy supplies;
 Surgical stockings to a maximum of $250 per calendar year;
 Walkers, canes, crutches, splints, casts, collars, trusses, braces, but
not elastic or foam supports;
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Rigid support braces and permanent prostheses (artificial eyes,
limbs, larynxes, mastectomy forms);
Stump socks to a maximum of $250 per calendar year;
Mastectomy brassieres to a maximum of $250 per calendar year;
Wigs and hairpieces required as a result of medical treatment or
injury to a lifetime maximum of $500;
The cost of purchasing and fitting a hearing aid, when prescribed
by a certified Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist, to a maximum of
$500 in a five-year period (60 months). The cost of necessary
repairs, routine maintenance, batteries, recharging devices and
other such accessories are not covered;
Reasonable and customary charges for contact lenses, when
required as a result of cataract surgery or keratoconus;
Diagnostic procedures when recommended by a physician or
surgeon;
X-ray and diagnostic laboratory procedures and x-ray or radium
therapy. Such procedures do not include services received during
confinement in hospital.

CPAP Machines, masks, hoses, and related equipment to a
maximum of $1,500 per 60 months. Repairs and replacements will
be limited to reasonable charges once over the life of the machine.


Custom built orthopaedic shoes (including repairs) and
modifications to stock item footwear (but not the footwear itself)
when prescribed by a Physician or Podiatrist as medically
necessary, to a maximum of $600 in a calendar year period for an
adult and $400 for a dependent child in a calendar year period;



Custom built foot orthotics, including foot braces, when prescribed
by a Physician or Podiatrist as medically necessary to a maximum
of $600 in a calendar year. Replacements are covered only when
necessary due to normal wear and tear.

Standard durable equipment (pre-authorization is required for
expenses in excess of $5,000)
 Charges for standard durable equipment when rented from a
medical supplier. If unavailable on a rental basis, or required for a
long term, purchase of these items from a provider may be
considered;
 Repairs to purchased items (excluding routine maintenance and
batteries);
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Reimbursement on rental equipment will be made monthly and will
in no case exceed the total purchase price of similar equipment.

Standard durable equipment includes:
 manual wheelchairs, manual type hospital beds and necessary
accessories (electric wheelchairs and hospital beds will be covered
only when a doctor certifies that the patient is incapable of
operating a manual wheelchair or hospital bed);
 medical monitors including heart and blood glucose monitors and
cardiac screeners;
 bi-osteogen systems (when recommended by an orthopaedic
surgeon) and growth guidance systems;
 breathing machines and appliances including respirators,
compressors, percussors, suction pumps, oxygen cylinders, masks
and regulators;
 insulin infusion pumps for diabetics when basic methods are not
feasible;
 transcutaneous electric nerve stimulators (TENS) when prescribed
for intractable pain;
 transcutaneous electric muscle stimulators (TEMS) required when,
due to an injury or illness, all muscle tone has been lost.

Out-of-Province /Canada Emergency Eligible Expenses
Charges for services and supplies required as a result of a medical
emergency occurring while travelling if:
 you or your Dependent is covered under a provincial medical
plan; and
 treatment could not have been delayed until return to Canada.
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Emergency Medical Insurance & Travel Assistance
While you are travelling outside your Province of residence carry the
wallet card that has been provided to you.
Travel insurance is designed to cover losses arising from sudden or
unforeseeable circumstances occurring while you are temporarily
travelling outside your province or territory of residence. It is important
that you read and understand your Plan before you travel. In the event
of any discrepancy between the provisions of a booklet or other
document you hold the provisions of the Policy shall govern. The Plan
has contracted Viator/Global Excel Management Inc. (called Global
Excel) to provide medical assistance and claims services under the
Policy. This is a summary of benefits. A complete booklet is available
from the Plan Administrator.
Coverage Period: 60 days per trip.
IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY, YOU MUST CALL
GLOBAL EXCEL IMMEDIATELY
The emergency telephone numbers are listed on the back of the Medical
Assistance Card provided.
Global Excel must be contacted before you seek medical treatment. If
your condition renders you unable to do so, then someone else must
contact Global Excel immediately for you. Do not assume that someone
will contact Global Excel on your behalf. It remains your responsibility
to ensure that Global Excel has been contacted prior to receiving
medical treatment or as soon as reasonably possible.
If you incur any expenses without prior approval by Global Excel, such
expenses will be covered, except where the policy expressly requires
the prior approval or authorization of Global Excel, on the basis of the
reasonable and customary costs that would have been payable for such
expenses by the insurer in accordance with the terms and conditions of
the policy. Such expenses may be higher than this amount, therefore
you will be responsible for paying any difference between the amount
you incur and the reasonable and customary costs reimbursed by the
insurer.
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In an emergency the policy covers expenses that are:








incurred outside the province or territory of residence of the
insured person;
medically necessary;
reasonable and customary costs;
incurred as a result of an emergency due to sudden and
unforeseen sickness and/or injury occurring during the
coverage period;
in excess of those covered by the Government Health
Insurance Plan or other insurance under which you may have
coverage; and
legally insurable;
subject to the overall maximum per insured person of
$5,000,000 per coverage period.

Claims Procedures
You are responsible for providing all the documents outlined below and
for any charges levied for these documents. To file a claim, you must:
a)

include the policy number, the patient’s name (married and maiden,
if applicable), date of birth, and Canadian provincial or territorial
Government Health Insurance Plan number with its expiry date or
version code (if applicable);

b)

submit all original itemized bills from the medical provider(s)
stating the patient’s name, diagnosis, all dates and type of
treatment, and the name of the medical facility and/or physician;

c)

provide the original prescription drug receipts (not cash receipts)
from the pharmacist, physician or hospital showing the name of the
prescribing physician, prescription number, name of preparation,
date, quantity and total cost;
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d) provide proof of the departure date(s) and return date(s);
e)

provide written proof of claim within ninety (90) days of the date
of receipt of services covered under the policy;

f)

provide additional information pertinent to your claim, as may be
required by Global Excel after receipt of your claim;

g)

sign and return the authorization form, provided by Global Excel,
allowing the insurer to recover payment from the Canadian
provincial or territorial Government Health Insurance Plan. The
insurer will coordinate and pay your claim to the participating
medical providers and where permitted, coordinate claims directly
with the Canadian provincial or territorial Government Health
Insurance Plan on your behalf; and

h)

return the unused portion of your air ticket to Global Excel if the
Emergency Air Transportation benefit is used.

All sums under this Plan are in Canadian currency unless otherwise
indicated. If you paid a covered expense in a currency other than
Canadian currency, you will be reimbursed in Canadian currency at the
prevailing rate of exchange on the date that the claim payment is made.
This insurance will not pay interest.
Any information not provided may result in a delay in processing your
claim.
All pertinent documents should be sent to:
Global Excel Management Inc.
73 Queen St. Sherbrooke, Quebec J1M 0C9
Tel.: 1-866-870-1898 (toll free) or
(819) 566-1898 (collect) during business hours (EST)
Policy Number: 1117292
Emergency Out of Country coverage has a maximum of $5 Million per
coverage period.
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Referral Benefit
Charges for medical care or services which are medically necessary and
which are not available in Canada, made by:
(a)
a Physician;
(b)
an Anaesthetist;
(c)
a Radiologist or a laboratory for x-rays, tests, and x-ray or
radium therapy; or
(d)
a Hospital (Room and Board charges are limited to the difference
between the Provincial Medical Allowance for Room and Board
charges and the Hospital's Semi-Private Charge).
However:
(a)
the Referral Benefit Eligible Charges are subject to the Lifetime
Out-of-Province Maximum Amount of $10,000; and
(b)

no amount will be payable under this Referral Benefit unless:
i) the treatment is undertaken upon referral by two Physicians in
Canada whose specialty encompasses the sickness or injury for
which the referral is sought;
ii) the care or services recommended are not available anywhere in
Canada to any person;
iii) the Physician provides medical details to the Welfare Plan, and
you receive written approval from the Welfare Plan for such
treatment prior to its commencement; and
iv) the Provincial Medical Plan pays a portion of the charges.

Exclusions
The following are not included as eligible expenses under your
Extended Health Care plan: - any item not specifically mentioned in
this booklet as a benefit


except as specifically included in this booklet: hearing aids,
eyeglasses, contact lenses, surgical lens implants, x-rays, hospital
co-insurance, vitamin preparations, contraceptives, fertility drugs,
erectile dysfunction drugs, medications used to treat or replace an
addiction or habituation, support stockings, arch supports,
professional services of physicians or any person who renders a
professional health service in your province of residence;
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general anaesthetic, medications to prevent baldness or promote
hair growth, food and mineral replacements or supplements, HCG
injections, drugs not approved for sale and distribution in Canada,
medications available without a prescription;
any drug, vaccine, item or service classified as preventive
treatment or administered for preventive purposes, and which is
not specifically required for treatment of an illness or injury;
allergy testing or therapy;
personal comfort items, items purchased for athletic use, air
humidifiers and purifiers, services of Victorian Order of Nurses or
graduate or licensed practical nurses, services of religious or
spiritual healers, occupational therapy, services and supplies for
cosmetic purposes, public ward accommodations, rest cures;
charges for completion of forms or written reports,
communication costs, delivery or mailing or handling charges,
interest on late payment charges, non-sharable or capital costs
levied by local hospitals, or charges for translating documents into
English;
any payment to a pharmacy, a practitioner, or a physician
(demanded or received by balanced billing, extra billing or extra
charging) which represents an amount in excess of the schedule of
costs prescribed by the government plan;
that portion of a claim normally covered by the government plan
which has been refused on the basis that the claim was not
submitted within the government plan's time limits;
expenses incurred outside BC due to elective treatment and/or
diagnostic procedures, or complications related to such treatment;
expenses incurred outside BC due to therapeutic abortion,
childbirth, or complications of pregnancy occurring within two
months of the expected delivery date;
charges incurred outside BC for continuous or routine medical
care normally covered by the government plan in BC;
transportation costs incurred for elective treatment and/or
diagnostic procedures or for health examinations of any kind;
expenses of a dependent hospitalized at time of enrolment in the
plan;
services performed by a physician who is related to or resident
with you or your spouse;
fees for ambulance services when an ambulance is called but not
used;
ambulance charges for work related illness or injury assessed by
the WCB/Worksafe BC Board to be your employer's
responsibility.
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No amounts will be paid by the Plan under the Extended Health Care
benefit for charges:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

In excess of the specific limitations and maximum amounts
described under eligible expenses;
In connection with general health examinations;
For which you obtain or are entitled to obtain benefits under any
Government Plan;
For which you are entitled to obtain benefits without charge;
Which result from any self-inflicted sickness or injury whether
sustained or suffered while sane or insane;
Which result from insurrection or war, whether or not war is
declared, any act incident to such insurrection or war, or
participation in any riot;
Which result from the commission by the person of any unlawful
act including an offence under the Criminal Code of Canada;
Which result from any sickness or bodily injury arising out of or
in the course of any employment;
For orthoptic treatment, eye refractions or for the cost or fitting of
eyeglasses or contact lenses;
For the cost or fitting of contraceptive devices;
For "in vitro" or "in vivo" procedures, or any other infertility
procedures;
Made by a Physician in Canada;
For medical care or services deemed cosmetic unless it is
reconstructive surgery to restore tissue damaged by sickness or
bodily injury;
For dental care or services or dentures, except as specifically
described under eligible expenses;
Incurred for personal comfort items;
Incurred for a change in gender;
For treatment which is experimental;
For services or supplies rendered to facilitate participation in any
sport or recreational activity if not required for other daily living
activities;
For myoelectric and electric prostheses;
For time spent travelling; broken appointments, transportation
costs or advice given by telephone or by any other means of
communication;
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21. For any portion of the fee of a medical or dental practitioner not
allowable under the basic medical plan due to non-referral;
22. For any payment to a medical practitioner whether or not the
practitioner is a participant in the basic medical plan in which is
demanded or received by means of balanced billing, extra billing
or extra charging which represents an amount in excess of the
scheduled costs prescribed by the basic medical plan;
23. That are in excess of reasonable and customary charges for the
least expensive treatment that is medically appropriate in the
opinion of the Trustees of the Marine Workers Welfare Plan and
their medical advisors.

VISION CARE
Deductible



$0

Reimbursement



100% up to a maximum of $425 per
eligible person

Dependent Children



Covered from birth to age 19, or to age
25 if in full-time attendance at a school
or university, or to any age if
handicapped

Benefit
Vision care benefits (glasses and contact lenses when required to
correct vision only) are payable when provided by a legally qualified
licensed ophthalmologist, optometrist or optician.
The maximum reimbursement per covered person is $425 in a two-year
period (24 months), or every 12 months if your dependent is under the
age of 16.
Eye examinations are eligible for reimbursement up to a maximum of
$75 per 24 months for adults or 12 months for children under the age of
16. (Eye examinations are part of the Vision Care maximum).
This benefit has no deductible or lifetime maximum, and paid claims do
not reduce your lifetime maximum under the Extended Health Care
benefit.
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Exclusions
No allowances are provided for non-corrective lenses and repairs to
glasses.
Limitations
No benefits will be paid for:
(a) Services or supplies the person is entitled to without charge by law;
(b) Services or supplies that do not represent reasonable treatment;
(c) Services or supplies associated with recreation or sports rather than
with other regular daily living activities;
(d) Services or supplies associated with covered items, unless
specifically listed as an eligible expense;
(e) Services or supplies received out of your province of residence,
unless the person is covered by the Provincial Medical Plan and
benefits would have been paid for the same services or supplies if
they had been received in your province of residence;
(f) Expenses arising from war, insurrection or voluntary participation
in a riot;
(g) Laser surgery or other treatment.
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DENTAL CARE
Deductible



$0

Reimbursement



100% of the standard BC Dental Fee Guide
for basic, major and children’s orthodontic
treatment.
50% of the standard BC Dental Fee guide
for Adult orthodontics

Maximum



The annual family maximum amount of
benefits payable for you and your dependents
is $5,000

Dependent
Children



Covered from birth to age 19, or to age 25 if
in full-time attendance at a school or
university, or to any age if handicapped.

Waiting Period:
Basic Dental – no waiting period
Major Dental – 6 consecutive months of coverage
Orthodontics – 12 consecutive months of coverage
Benefit
If you or your dependent(s) incur(s) eligible expenses as described
below for medically necessary dental care to maintain teeth in good
order or to restore them to good order, the Marine Workers Welfare
Plan will pay benefits up to an annual family maximum of $5,000 per
calendar year, subject to all the provisions of this plan. Eligible
expenses may contain specific annual or lifetime limits.
A charge for dental care is considered to be incurred on the date the
dental procedure is performed, except that if two or more appointments
are required to complete a dental procedure, then the charges for such
procedure are considered to be incurred on the date such treatment
ends.
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The maximum amount of the eligible expense with respect to any dental
procedure shall be in accordance with the current General Practitioner's
Fee Guide in the province where the service is rendered or, with respect
to eligible Denturist charges, the current Denturist Schedule in the
province where the service is rendered. Any charges in excess of the
current General Practitioner's Fee Guide, e.g. for specialist fees or for
an oral surgeon, will be your responsibility.
The total amount payable by the Marine Workers Welfare Plan for all
eligible expenses incurred by you and your dependent(s) during a
calendar year shall not exceed the annual maximum amount per
calendar year for this benefit ($5,000). Any charges in excess of $5,000
per calendar year are your responsibility.
Basic Preventive and Restorative Services
Dental services for the care and maintenance of teeth, including
procedures to restore teeth to natural or normal function. Eligible basic
services include:
Diagnostic Services
Oral Examinations, limited to:
a) One complete oral examination in any 36 month period by a
general practitioner and one complete oral examination in any 36
month period by a periodontist, provided we have not paid for any
other exam, by the same dentist in the previous six months;
b) One recall examination in any 6-month period;
c) Specific/emergency examinations provided we have not paid for
any other exam by the same dentist within 60 days. If a specific
exam is provided 60 days prior to a recall exam, the recall exam
will not be eligible for reimbursement.
Dental x-rays, limited to:
a) Panoramic - one per 36 months;
b) Complete mouth series - one per 36 months;
c) Bitewing x-rays are limited to one set in any 6-month period.
NOTE: All x-rays combined shall not exceed, the dollar limit for a
complete mouth series per calendar year.
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Preventive Services
Other preventive services including:
a) Cleaning of teeth – prophylaxis, but not more than once in any 6
month period; scaling and root planing services are limited to 12
units (combined) per calendar year);
b) Topical application of fluoride, but not more than once in any 6
month period;
c) Initial provision and installation of fixed space maintainers, for
primary teeth only (to maintain space not to obtain more space);
d) Pit and fissure sealants - combined limit of one per tooth per 24
months. Covered to age 16.
Restorative Services
a) Fillings to restore tooth surfaces broken down as a result of decay limited to a dollar amount equal to a five-surface filling per tooth in
a 24-month period;
b) Amalgam (silver coloured) fillings;
c) Composite (tooth coloured) fillings on permanent teeth only;
d) Stainless steel crowns on primary or permanent teeth - once per
tooth in a 24-month period.
Endodontics - for the treatment of diseases of the pulp chamber and
pulp canal including, but not limited to, root canals - once per tooth in a
five-year period (60 months)
Periodontics - for the treatment of diseases of the soft tissue (gum) and
bone surrounding and supporting the teeth, excluding bone and tissue
grafts, but including the following:
(a) Scaling/root planing - limited to 12 units of time in any 12-month
period;
(b) Gingival curettage - one per sextant in a five-year period (60
months);
(c) Osseous surgery - one per sextant in a five-year period (60
months);
(d) Bruxing guards – one upper and one lower per, 24 months . No
benefit is payable for the replacement of lost, broken or stolen
bruxing guards.
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Prosthetic repairs
a) Removal, repairs and recementation of fixed appliances;
b) Rebase and reline of removable appliances - a combined limit of
one per upper and one per lower prosthesis in a 24-month period;
c) Tissue conditioning - one per upper and one per lower in a 24month period.
Surgical Services
a) Extractions;
b) Other routine oral surgical procedures;
c) Anaesthetics administered in conjunction with oral surgery or other
restorative dental services.
MAJOR RESTORATIVE SERVICES
All major restorative services must be pre-approved in order to be
eligible for reimbursement under the plan. Major services that are not
pre-approved are not eligible under the plan.
To replace missing teeth or to reconstruct teeth only when basic
restorative methods cannot be used. Mounted x-rays will be required
for our approval.
Major restorative services include:
Prosthodontic Services
Initial installation of full dentures, partial dentures, or fixed bridgework.
Addition of teeth to existing dentures or fixed bridge-work.
Replacement of an existing full denture with a new full denture, or an
existing partial denture with a new partial denture, or an existing fixed
bridgework with a new fixed bridgework, only if the existing denture
or fixed bridgework was installed five years prior to its replacement
and cannot be made serviceable.
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Restorative Services
Initial provision of crowns, only if the tooth is broken down by decay
or traumatic injury so that the tooth structure cannot be restored with
an amalgam silicate, acrylic or composite resin restoration.
Replacement of crowns only if the existing crown was provided five
years prior to its replacement.
NOTE: You must obtain a pre-treatment estimate
prior to proceeding with these services.
Exclusions for Major Restorative Services
No amount shall be payable for charges for:
a) Replacement of dentures, which are lost, stolen or broken;
b) Any crown, bridge, or denture ordered prior to the effective date
of coverage under this benefit;
c) Tissue grafts;
d) Onlays, Inlays.
Limitations on Major Restorative Services
a) Only one eligible major restorative service on the same tooth will
be covered in a five-year period (60 consecutive months);
b) Only one upper and lower denture (complete or partial) is eligible
in a five-year period (60 consecutive months).
ORTHODONTICS
You and your eligible dependent(s) must be covered under the Dental
Plan for at least 12 consecutive months before being eligible for
orthodontic services.
If you or your eligible dependent incur(s) charges for medically
necessary orthodontic care when you are eligible for this benefit, the
Marine Workers Welfare Plan will pay benefits for charges for
orthodontic care administered by or ordered by a Licensed Dentist. The
dentist must submit a treatment plan prior to commencing with these
services.
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For purposes of benefit payments, a charge for orthodontic care is
considered to have been incurred on the later of:
1. The date treatment was rendered,
or
2. The date the Member is billed for any amount for such treatment by
the Dentist.
Under no circumstances shall a benefit be payable for treatment before
the date such treatment is rendered.
There will be no run-off of orthodontic claims after termination of
Welfare Plan coverage.
No benefit is payable for the replacement or repair of appliances which
are lost, broken or stolen. Services for the correction of
temporomandibluar joint (TMJ) dysfunction are not covered.
Orthodontic Claims Procedures
Please submit your receipts as soon as possible; do not hold them until
treatment is completed. We suggest that you submit orthodontic claims
within 90 days of the date the payment was made to your orthodontist.
Reimbursement will be made if the complete and correct claims
information is received within one year of the date the payment was
made to your orthodontist. No benefit is payable for claims not received
within one year of the date the payment was made.
Treatment plan
Please have your orthodontist complete the "Certified Specialist In
Orthodontics Standard Information Form" (the treatment plan) before
treatment starts. If the payment schedule or treatment changes, we
require a revised treatment plan.
If we do not have your treatment plan on file, we are unable to pay:
 Your initial fee/down payment;
 Your monthly/quarterly fees;
 One-time appliance fees.
Claims for orthodontic exams and orthodontic records (x-rays, study
models etc.) may be reimbursed without a treatment plan.
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Please submit receipts for the monthly or quarterly fees on a regular
basis as treatment progresses.
Emergency Treatment outside your province of residence
If, while travelling or on vacation outside of your province of residence,
you require emergency dental care, you will be reimbursed according to
your province of residence fee schedule.

Exclusions
The following are not eligible expenses under your dental plan:
a) Any item not specifically included as a benefit;
b) Charges for broken appointments, oral hygiene or nutritional
instruction, completion of forms, written reports, communication
costs or charges for translating documents into English;
c) Procedures performed for congenital malformations or for purely
cosmetic reasons;
d) Charges for drugs, pantographic tracings, grafts;
e) Charges for implants and/or services performed in conjunction with
implants;
f) Charges for services related to the functioning or structure of the
jaw, jaw muscles, or TMJ;
g) Incomplete or temporary procedures;
h) Recent duplication of services by the same or different dentist;
i) Any extra procedure which would normally be included in the
basic service performed;
j) Services or items which would not normally be provided, or for
which no charge would be made, in the absence of dental benefits;
k) Travel expenses incurred to obtain dental treatment;
l) Tooth bleaching.
No amount shall be payable under the Dental Benefit for charges:
1. In excess of the specific limitations and maximum amounts
described under eligible expenses;
2. In connection with general health examinations;
3. For which you obtain or are entitled to obtain benefits under any
Government Plan;
4. For which you are entitled to obtain benefits without charge;
5. Which result from any self-inflicted sickness or injury;
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6.

Which result from insurrection or war, whether or not war be
declared, any act incident to such insurrection or war, or
participation in any riot;
7. Incurred as a result of any dental disease, defect or injury arising
out of or in the course of employment;
8. For which you obtain or are entitled to obtain benefits under
another benefit of this plan or under any group plan providing
medical benefits;
9. For a dental procedure which requires two or more appointments,
which commenced prior to the effective date of your coverage
under this benefit;
10. For dental treatment which is not approved by the
Canadian/American Dental Association or which is experimental in
nature;
11. For full mouth x-rays for a dependent who has not attained at least
12 years of age when the charges are incurred;
12. For education or training in, and supplies used for dietary or
nutritional counselling, personal oral hygiene, or dental plaque
control;
13. For procedures, appliances and restorations used to increase
vertical dimension to restore occlusion or in connection with the
treatment of temporomandibular joint dysfunction (TMJ);
14. For any dental treatment which is deemed to be cosmetic, i.e. not
medically necessary to maintain teeth in good order or restore them
to good order;
15. For the replacement of an orthodontic appliance;
16. For procedures and appliances in connection with implants;
17. For anaesthesia, unless provided by a qualified Dentist;
18. For drugs;
19. For examinations required for use by a third party;
20. For time spent travelling, broken appointments, transportation costs
or advice given by telephone or by any other means of
communication;
21. For dental services of a temporary nature;
22. That are in excess of reasonable and customary charges for the least
expensive treatment that is consistent with good dental care in the
opinion of the Trustees of the Marine Workers Welfare Plan and
their medical advisors;
23. For dental charges that are incurred prior to the effective date of
coverage under this benefit;
24. For dental services required as the result of an accident for which a
third party is liable;
25. For any charges for completion of forms.
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EMPLOYEE AND FAMILY ASSISTANCE
The Marine Workers Employee and Family Assistance Program is
intended to help our members and their dependents resolve personal, family
or job concerns before they become significant problems.
In order to qualify, you must be a Member in good standing. Contact the
benefits office for more information.

Benefits
Your Employee and Family Assistance Program provides totally
confidential, professional counselling for a broad range of personal and
family problems, including:












Emotional or physical problems;
Marital or family problems;
Stress;
Work-related problems;
Pre-retirement planning;
Financial and legal difficulties;
Child and elder care;
Sexual harassment or abuse;
Alcohol or drug dependencies;
Gambling;
Bereavement.

The Program can be used for crisis intervention, however, the ideal time to
use it is before problems get out of hand.
Together, you and your dependents can receive up to 12 hours of
counselling per year. If longer term counselling (i.e. more than 12 hours) is
required (e.g. hospital treatment or specialized services such as medical,
legal or financial help), referral can be arranged.
To access the Employee Assistance Program, please call Homewood
Human Solutions Employee and Family Assistance Program at 1-800-6631142. When you call, please state that you are covered through the Marine
Workers & Boilermakers Union.
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BENEFITS PAYABLE WHERE A
THIRD PARTY IS INVOLVED
Where a Member suffers a disability as a result of a work related incident
covered by WCB/Worksafe BC, or an injury or sickness for which a third
party is, or may be, directly or indirectly, either in whole or in part legally
liable, no Extended Health benefits, Weekly Indemnity benefits, Long
Term Disability benefits are payable under the Marine Workers Welfare
Plan or the Marine Workers Welfare Contingency Plan. If a Member has
the right to recover money from WCB/Worksafe BC or a third party as
compensation for, sickness or injury but the liability of WCB/Worksafe BC
or the third party has not yet been determined, then the Member may apply to
the Plan(s) for an advance payment of any benefit which the Member may be
ultimately entitled to receive under the Plan(s).
No advance payment of benefits shall be made unless the Member is
otherwise eligible to receive benefits and the Member agrees in writing to do
the following:
a)

b)
c)

d)

e)
f)

Take all steps necessary to recover from WCB/Worksafe BC or the third
party, the total of the benefits advanced or to be advanced under this
Provision, including without limitation, directing the Member's lawyer to
repay to the Plan the full amount of the Benefits directly from any monies
received pursuant to any judgment or settlement;
Pay all legal fees incurred in pursuing the action against WCB/Worksafe
BC or the third party;
Repay to the Plan(s) the full amount of the benefits advanced to the
Member under this Provision in the event the claim against
WCB/Worksafe BC or the third party is abandoned or settled without the
written consent of the Plan;
Satisfy all of the terms and conditions of the Plan(s) for eligibility and
payment of Weekly Indemnity or Long Term Disability benefits as if the
Member was totally disabled;
Enter into a Reimbursement Agreement with the Plan(s) setting out the
terms and conditions for repayment of the benefits;
Consent to the release by WCB/Worksafe BC, the third party or the
insurance company of all information in their possession relating to the
Member's claim. In the event that any of the above parties decline to
provide the required information, the Member must provide such
information which is in his possession if requested by the Plan.
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RETIREE BENEFIT PLAN
Members in good standing, who retire on or after January 1, 2013, will be
presented with the option to enroll in the new Retiree Benefit Plan, once the
hours run out in their Hour Bank. It is important that you respond by the
deadline indicated on the notice, as you will not be permitted to enroll at a later
date.
Early retiree self-pay plan
If retiring on/after age 60, the retiree plan is available at full cost to you
until age 65


if you have 15 years of continuous Union membership; and



you cease working for an employer who is required to make
contributions to the Welfare Plan; and



you are not working in the shipbuilding, boilermakers and/or
related industries.

EXTENDED HEALTH CARE
Deductible



$50 annual deductible

Reimbursement



80% of eligible expenses
No Out-of-Canada
coverage

Maximum



$25,000 per calendar year

VISION
Deductible



$0

Reimbursement



75% of eligible expenses

Maximum



$350 every 24 months
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DENTAL
Deductible



$0

Reimbursement



50% of Basic eligible expenses
50% of Major eligible expenses
No Orthodontia coverage

Annual Maximum



$5,000 per family for all expenses
combined

The Trustees reserve the absolute right to change and/or reduce the benefits
offered, change the pricing of such benefits or outright cancel the Retiree
Benefit Plan at their discretion.
Please contact the Administrator prior to retirement for further details and
confirmation of any coverage that may be available upon retirement.

COORDINATION OF BENEFITS
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

When coordinating benefit payments, D.A. Townley will comply
with the Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association (CLHIA)
guidelines in effect on the date the Eligible Expense was incurred.
If the Member or Dependent is also covered under the Spouse’s
plan or under any other group plan which provides similar benefits,
payment will be coordinated and/or reduced to the extent that
benefits payable from all plans will not exceed 100% of the
Eligible Expense (for dental, the fee guide applies).
The plan that determines benefits first (primary carrier) will
calculate its benefits as though duplication of coverage does not
exist.
The plan that determines benefits second (secondary carrier) limits
its benefits to the lesser of:
a) the amount that would have been payable had it been the
primary carrier, or
b) 100% of all Eligible Expenses reduced by all other benefits
payable for the same expenses by the primary carrier.
If the other plan does not contain a coordination of benefits clause,
payment under that plan must be made before the Plan will pay
under this provision.
Extended health care plans with dental accident coverage
determine benefits before dental plans.
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7.

8.

9.

If priority cannot be established in the above manner, the benefits
will be prorated in proportion to the amounts that would have been
paid had there been coverage by just that plan.
When the Plan has paid benefits to the Member to the limit of the
PharmaCare deductible, the Plan will pay their portion of the
Eligible Expenses based on the plan’s reimbursement percentage.
The Member will provide the information required to implement
this provision. It is the Member’s responsibility to present a copy
of the original claim form and the remittance statement or cheque
stub when making further claim under this provision.
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GENERAL PROVISIONS
Definitions
Earnings - shall be your normal earnings which exclude overtime, bonus,
commissions, shift differentials, incentive pay and automobile allowance.
Member - a person who conforms to the definition of Member as defined
in the Marine Workers and Boilermakers Industrial Union Trust
Agreement, meets the eligibility requirements as set out in this booklet,
and is resident in Canada.
Collective Agreement means an agreement between an employer, group
of employers or employers' organization and the Union requiring
contributions to be made to the applicable trust fund, whether or not such
agreement also contains conditions of employment; it may also include
any special arrangement between an employer contributing to the Plan
and the Trustees, and includes all extensions, renewals or amendments
made from time to time.
Union means the Marine Workers & Boilermakers Industrial Union
Local No 1 (MWBIU).
Year except where the context clearly implies otherwise shall mean a
fiscal year or a plan year and in either case it shall mean the calendar year
ending December 31.
Leave of Absence - shall mean a period of time away from work mutually
agreed to by you and your employer. In the case of maternity leave of
absence, the leave shall begin and finish on dates agreed to by you and
your employer or as required by Provincial or Federal law.

How To Claim
Both the receipts and the forms should be sent to the Administrator.
Claims for Extended Health Benefits and Dental should be submitted
within 90 days from the date the expense was incurred. You must submit
the claim by June 30 of the year following the calendar year in which the
expense being claimed in incurred. Under no circumstances will claims
other than the current year and previous year be reimbursed.
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In order to quickly process a claim, the following information is required:

your full name (please print);

your address;

the name of your Employer;

your Certificate (Identification) Number;

your local Union;

your Group Policy Number:
 #31606 for Life Insurance, Dependent Life Insurance
and Long Term Disability Benefits;
 #28472136 for Accidental Death and Dismemberment
benefits;
 #5019 for Active Member Benefits for Extended Health,
Dental and Weekly Indemnity;
 #5019 for Retiree Benefits for Extended Health, Vision
and Dental
 #1117292 for VIATOR Out of Province Emergency
Excess Medical and Hospital Travel Insurance; and
 #1009 for the Employee Assistance Plan.
Claim forms for Extended Health Benefits can be obtained from the
Administrator’s Office or your Union Office. Standard B.C. Dental claim
forms are usually provided by your dentist, but if required, Dental claim
forms can also be provided by the Administrator’s Office or your Union
Office. Claim forms for Extended Health and Dental Care benefits can
also be obtained from the Administrator’s website at
www.datownley.com.
For all other claims, contact the Administrator or your Employer who will
supply you with the proper forms with instructions for completion.
All claims should be forwarded to the Administrator’s Office:
D.A. Townley.
Suite 160 – 4400 Dominion Street
Burnaby, B.C.
V5G 4G3
Time Limitations
A claim for disability income benefits must be submitted within 6 months
of the end of the qualifying disability period.
A claim for a waiver of premium benefit must be submitted within 18
months of the date disabled.
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A claim for any other loss must be submitted within 15 months following
the date the loss is incurred. However, in the event of termination of
insurance, a claim must be submitted within 90 days following the date of
termination of your insurance or the date following termination of a
coverage or the policy.
With respect to benefits underwritten by Manulife Financial, no legal
action against Manulife Financial may be commenced less than 30 days
after proof has been filed in accordance with the above requirements.
Every action or proceeding against Manulife Financial for the recovery of
benefits payable under this Policy is absolutely barred unless commenced
within the time set out in the Insurance Act or other applicable legislation.
With respect to all other benefits, every action or proceeding against the
plan for the recovery of benefits payable under the Contract is absolutely
barred unless commenced within the time set out in the Insurance Act.

MEMBER WEBSITE & DIRECT DEPOSIT
For Extended Health, Vision and Dental you can now view and print
your claim history by using D.A. Townley’s Member Website at
www.datownley.com. You can also arrange to have your claim
reimbursements directly deposited into your bank account by
completing the Direct Deposit Registration form, also available on the
D.A. Townley website at www.datownley.com.

RIGHTS TO COPIES OF DOCUMENTS
Effective July 1, 2012, if an Employee/Member lives in British Columbia
or Alberta, they have the right to request, with reasonable notice, copies
of documents that relate to the plan. Legislation allows for them to obtain
copies of the following documents:




Their enrollment form or application for insurance;
Any written statement or other record, not otherwise part of the
application, provided to the insurer as evidence of insurability;
and
A copy of the contract/policy.

The first copy will be provided at no cost to the Employee/Member and a
fee may be charged for subsequent copies. All requests for copies of
documents should be directed in writing to D.A. Townley.
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